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Appendix 11

SportAccord Convention, Bangkok, Thailand, April 15-20th,
2018
Participants:

John Liljelund,

Report on
present issues

1. SportAccord Convention
The 16th SportAccord Convention was held in Bangkok, Thailand. In connection to the
SportAccord all the bigger International Sport Organisations held their Annual General
Meetings and there is a HealthAccord, LawAccord and CityAccord and a Convention
Seminars. The theme for this year’s Convention was Uniting A Global Audience: Marketing
and Sponsorship for the Future. The SAC had 1841 delegates, 841 organisations, 109 IF’s, 84
nations and 993 support staff.

IFF general Secretary

IFF had in the last minute been asked to make a small presentation during the HelthAccord,
on the topic of the IFF Injury Prevention and the Injury Assessment Study. The presentation
was based on the article published last year on the Injury Assessment Study.
As a part of the SportAccord Convention, the local organisation arranged a Sport Festival
United through Sport, promoting Youth sport displaying some 30 different sports, among
them also Floorball. The Thai federation had organised a demo game with Men’s and
Women’s players playing against each other. The Thai federation also had a AOFC booth in
the Thai pavilion of the SAC convention area, which was frequently visited.
During the SAC there was an agreement reached of the ANOC Beach Games, agreed
between the IOC, ANOC and GAISF.
A special topic during the SAC was the focus on Good Governance questions and the need to
implement the rules into the rules and statutes of the IF’s, in the field of transparency, age
and term criteria’s and gender equality.
2. IWGA AGM
Mr. Perurena congratulated the IWGA community for organising a fantastic World Games in
Wroclaw 2017. He felt that the ExCo will be well represented for the next period and thanked
all candidates for their nominations. There was 37 members present of the 38.
The TWG 2017 has in all evaluation proven that the sport performance must be enhanced and
the working with media has to brought to a new level. All IF’s must become more
professional. The cooperation must be stronger with the IOC in all possible fields. The IOC
President Bach congratulated the IWGA and its members for a well-executed event and have
now deepened with the MoU between the IOC and the IWGA
Kit McConnell stressed the importance that the NOC’s should start support the national
delegations in Birmingham 2021. IOC will introduce workshops on themes of sports
presentation and TV production. The IOC Head of OBC Jochen Faerber praised the
cooperation from Wroclaw with the Olympic Channel
The IWGA has modernised and re-styled their logo and start using “The World Games” more
frequently in their communication.
WOC made a final presentation of the Wroclaw World Games 2017, thanking the
Competition Managers for a good cooperation.
Any decision of the participation on The World Games requires the Compliance with the
WADA Code, as this is imperative for participation.
Perurena (Canoeing) was elected president (34/37 votes), Max Bishop (Air Sports) vice
president (35/37) and Lukas Hinder (Dance) as treasurer (35/37). As members were elected
Jan Fransoo (Korfball), Antonio Espinos (Karate), Volker Bernardi (Flying disc) and Anna
Arzhanova (Underwater). After a series of negotiations IFF was asked to withdraw our
nomination of Mr. Liljelund for the Executive Council, in advance of the gender equity which
IFF agreed to, as also Mr. Espen Lund (Kickboxing) and Mr. Tom Hollowell (Orienteering)
withdrew their nominations.
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The IWGA AGM ratified the Official and Invitational Sports of the World Games 2021, has
been decided based on the applications and the TWG 2017 evaluation reports.
The Official Sports (30): Air Sports, Archery, Softball, Billiards, Boules Sports, Bowling,
Canoe, Dance Sports, Fistball, Floorball, Flying Disc, Gymnastics, Handball, Ju-Jitsu,
Karate, Kickboxing, Korfball, Lacrosse (Men), Life Saving, Muaythai, Orienteering,
Racquetball, Roller Sports, Powerlifting, , Sport Climbing, Squash, Sumo, Tug of War,
Underwater Sports and Waterski & Wakeboard.
The Invitational Sports (4): ParaSports (Wheelchair Basketball and Wheelchair Rugby),
Lacrosse (Women) and Duathlon (Triathlon). These are still to be confirmed by the IWGA
ExCo.
Not on the program are: Aikido, Bodybuilding, Casting, Handball, Hockey, Netball, Rugby,
Surfing
3) ARISF AGM
ARISF now has 38 members, as FISU now participated for the first time in the ARISF AGM.
President Chiulli explained the implications, as far as known, of the IOC_GAISF MoU. It
moves some of the member services away from the IOC to GAISF, in the field of the
sustainability, good governance and some other issues.
Sir Greig Reedie informed that WADA will create a Standard for Anti-Doping Education.
The price of the doping tests were widely discussed, but Sir Reedie concluded that there is no
standard price for an doping test.
It was informed that IOC will provide more money to the ARISF IF’s (we received the letter
of confirmation on the 18th) with 32.000 and all will go through IOC directly.
The need for sponsors for the ARISF was discussed and it was concluded that ARISF has
little to sell.
As Ms. Susanne Schödel had resigned as secretary general, there was an election for that
position. Mr. Riccardo Fraccari was elected (Baseball-Softball president). Ms. Schödel run
for the board position together with Mr. Tom Hollowell (Orientering) and Mr. Hollowell got
22 votes and Schödel 9 votes with 2 abstaining.
There was quite some criticism towards president Chiulli, saying that nothing has been done
in the last year.
4) IMGA AGM
The IMGA AGM was held without any major issues, where the coming lOC’s informed
about their preparations.
5) ARISF Council meetings 15.4. and 17.4.
Meeting 15.4.
The meeting was held prior to prepare the ARISF AGM and discuss the different topics for
the AGM. ARISF has today 38 members, with FISU as the new one. The topics that needs to
be discussed at the AGM are Independent Testing Authority, WADA Code Compliance,
GDPR, GAISF membership process and rivalry and ARISF Strategy & Members
questionnaire
Mr. Chiulli informed that IOC will shortly inform that the yearly contribution will increase
for 2018. The exact sum is still unclear. Also the IOC support to ARISF will increase, but the
details are still a bit unclear. In addition, IOC will provide additional enhanced services.
There is a total of 22 bilateral meetings between IF’s and IOC during SportAccord in addition
to the IOC – ARISF workshop
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The ARISF Council discussed the IOC-GAISF MoU, Kit McConnel l confirmed that ARISF
is an important part of the sport movement for the IOC. ARISF has a place in the umbrella
and GAISF will provide additional services to the members in the future. Mr. Chiulli has
asked Mr. Claude Azema to assist in the GAISF memberships process.
Mr. Kit McConnell also informed that the IOC has decided that some key criteria for the IOC
recognition is that the applicants first are GAISF members. There are apparently four in the
process to apply for recognition Icestocksport, Kickboxing, Lacrosse and Sambo.
Meeting 17.4.
The meeting was mainly focusing on the preparation of the meetings with the IOC President
and the IOC- ARISF workshop.
6) IOC – ARISF Joint meeting
The ARISF council had a joint meeting with the IOC President Mr. Thomas Bach, both vice
presidents Mr. Samaranch jr and Mr. Enderer and the head of administration Mr. De Kepper.
Mr. Bach praised the cooperation and the successful year with four ARISF IF’s on the
program of the YOG in Buenos Aires. Mr. Bach stressed the importance for ARISF IF’s to
use the IOC Safe Sport Toolkit, gender equality, work with the Olympic Channel and
sustainability materials.
ARISF raised the concerns of the IF’s capability to financially cope with the increased antidoping requirements due to the Code Compliance Corrective Actions reports.
Mr. Mc Connell informed about the IOC – GAISF MoU and the transfer of services to
GAISF and to avoid duplication of services. Mr. De Kepper said IOC suggests that the
ARISF IF’s would focus on quality instead of quantity in doping testing.
The next meeting will be held next year at the SportAccord Convention
7) IOC – ARISF Workshop
The IOC gave some basic information to the ARISF members, which partly had already been
provided. The focus of the workshop was on the Sports participation of the IF’s in a new
market. The participants were given a task to plan an action plan for the new sports
development.
8) GAISF AGM
The GAISF AGM was held as usually in the end of the convention. This time it worked quite
well, a part of a total disaster in the registration, which the President Baumann apologised for.
The AGM started with a silence minute in memory of the former GAISF President Hans
Verbruggen, who has recently passed away.
There was 79 voting members present. Mr. Baumann concluded in his opening speech, that
the re-organisation of the structure of GAISF has been finalised and we are back to a full
house with all IF’s back. The merge of the GAISF and the SportAccord Convention is
finalised. The stage is now set with the MoU signed between the IOC and GAISF and how
the resources of GAISF can support the IF’s. The GAISF feels that there needs to be a way to
support the ARISF and AIMS IF’s, which is possible through the financial support GAISF
receives from the IOC. GAISF aims to become the voice of sports and therefore the process
of opening for non-members to become observers. The other task is to work on the multisport games.
The task of GAISF in the next years is to build more services to the IF’s, after an evaluation
of the existing services. A part of this is to work on membership and the work in the field of
Good Governance. A third issue is the development in China, where GAISF has discussed
with the Chinese NOC.
The AGM made the proposed changes of the statutes, defining the representation of women
in sport, where GAISF encourages and supports the promotion of women is sport at all levels
and in all structures with a view to implementing the principle of equality of men and
women. The GAISF AGM recommended the members to include this in their own statutes.
The GAISF voted to approve the World Arm-wrestling Federation (WAF) as a new member
and approved two associated members the World Union of Olympic Cities (WUOC) and
World Federation of the Sporting Goods Industry (WFSGI). GAISF has introduced a new
category of observers, where there are presently: Dodgeball, FootGolf, Kettelbell Lifting,
MatchPoker, Pole Sports, Table Soccer, Jump Rope, Rugby League and Padel.
GAISF has agreed with Kellerhals-Garrard law firm to consult the member IF’s on topics
related to good governance and the IF statutes.
GAISF has built a GDPR web-site www.gdpr.sport, which needs to be sent forward to the
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ASOIF informed that there has been a Good Governance study on their 33 members, which
showed that there is a big difference between the IF’s. ASOIF will set-up a follow-up unit.
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9)
Political Issues
Birmingham World Games 2021/DJ Mackovets, BOC CEO & Steve Mistrot, Sports
Director
The BOC has started the practical planning for the games in different nine fields of operation.
The City has a broad range of venues available and the three Universities will provide board &
lodging for the athletes and administrational personnel.
The work has started with TV visibility and negotiations has started with NBC
The BOC has started a regional marketing approach popularising the Event and its sports.
There is a Visa support process with the help of the US Olympic Committee for Delegations.
Competition Managers Meeting 2-5.10.2018
Floorball tournament:
All team sports will participate with 8 teams, for Floorball it is 8 Men’s teams., in accordance to
our updated application. Floorball will be played in the same arena with Korfball, the Crossplex,
which can take up to 5.000 spectators.
Discussions will be started to introduce Floorball to Boys and Girls Clubs and/or YMCA and
plans for a instructors seminar in cooperation with USFbA will be done in late 2018 or
beginning of 2019. Plans for having WFCQ 2020 in Birmingham was discussed and another
test-event. Mr. Mistrot will try to arrange a planning visit in August and the BOC to visit the
U19 WFC 2019 in Halifax
Urban Games:
Apparently, something had been going on, as it seems that some IF’s has been asked to submit
some information to GAISF, as at least IOF, Korfball and Sports Climbing has been contacted.
The GAISF Head of Operations Mr. Gueisbuhler has in discussions in March said that nothing is
going on. New discussions was held with Mr. Gueisbuhler on Sunday the 15.4. and IFF got an
invitation for an GAISF Urban Games meeting on the Thu 19.4.
Patrick Baumann opened the meeting speaking about the innovative approach concerning the
Urban Games.
GAISF has a statutory requirement to provide event to their members and there is no interest to
repeat the activities of the Olympic Games and the Youth Olympic Games. GAISF want to take
a role to provide a platform for new kind of disciplines. Essar Gabriel coordinates the World
Urban Games. To the meeting there has been 20 IF’s (the ones on the list for the original Urban
Games) invited to the meeting, but Mr. Baumann expressed that not all IF’s can be on the Urban
Games 1st version. The Urban Games working group is lead by Mr. Sabatino Aracu (World
Skate)
Mr. Aracu informed that the idea is to bring the event to the public and not the other way around.
GAISF is looking forward to start the process quite quickly.
Mr. Essar Gabriel reported that GAISF is looking to re-boot the multi-sport games. When you
are Urban you look at what other are doing. Parkour is now a part of the gymnastics national
federation. The aim is to take the experience of BMX, skateboard, parkour, roller and sport
climbing and building the set-up for the Urban Games.
Concept: The ultimate celebration of new generation sports Showcase for the most inspiring
urban sports festival. The idea is to allow people flow in and out in the audience.
A compiling mixture for any host city: No compromise, Creativity, Engagement, Involvment,
Respect, Global Connectivity, Lifestyle and Environment
There has been GAISF presentation to the Cities and more than 50 cities were participating.
Sport Program: A collection of Sports (Competitions, Showcase, Amateur sessions and Initiation
and Festival (Music, Art, Digital, Entertainment and Culture) ). Avoid use of public roads. The
idea is getting sport in the heat of the city, in a single location.
Criteria’s:
Competition Showcase
Urban history and urban development
X
X
No unreasonable interruption of city traffic and operations
X
X
Action/physical component predominant
X
X
Contained competition cost, FOP size, no of athletes
X
X
Competition maturity and creditability
X
Global presence
X
No thermic motor, mind or combat sports
X
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There are questions about having had at least two consecutive World Championships
The target is 14 disciplines, 700 athletes, 300 officials. There is additionally a possibility for the
4 Sports showcasing the sport. The Event is maximum 5 days.
The preparations have been made with so there will be 8 IF’s that will be on the Competition
program: Basketball (3x3), Cycling (BMX freestyle), Dance Sport (Breakdance), Flying Disc
(Freestyle), Gymnastics (Parkour), Orienteering (Sprint), Sports Climbing (Boulder), World
Skate (Skateboard, Inline Freestyle, Roller freestyle)
The set-up for the festival is still open.
Decision time-line:
Introduction April, Consultation until June with IF’s, which we will have to fill in, Cities has
longer time to answer. The idea is to run it in either 2019 or 2020/2021. GAISF is trying to make
the decision in November.
.Sport Policy Advisory Board meeting
GAISF now has the TLD .Sport, which took a total of six years. The TLD needs to be done in a
GDPR manner. Mr. Tom Dielen was elected chairman for the PAB for 2018.
The registration policy is an aggregation policy of the previous agreed policies. This is the
document that will be given to the IF’s in connection to the proposal from GAISF.
There will be an Ambassador and Pioneer program for early registration of the domain .sport,
the requirement is to move over directly. In the autumn GAISF will offer the Sport Community
in September to apply for the domain names.
There will be a full package with IFF.sport, floorball.sport and the diciplines.sport. and this will
be done for 30 languages, which the IF’s needs to check. The rules for the third level domain
names will have to discussed still, as there is possibilities to misuse the sport related domain
name, like Rockwind.floorball.sport. FIBA for example reserved the all the materials used in
basketball, like floor.basketball or ball.basketball. GAISF is offering a innovative program for
the benefit of GAISF Members described in the portfolio approach
Acronym (iff.sport)
Discipline names (floorball.sport)
Subdiscipline names (Urbanfloorball.sport, streetfloorball.sport
30 + languages
Third level domain names
15 fully qualified event names
GAISF is offering the following to the members for a set-up fee of 3.000 CHF
• Develop digital presence
• Reinforce status of global representative of their sport
• Offer services to their members
• Protect Digital Brand
• Price : setup fee 3,000 USD + Domain name fee : 2,000 USD per year
10) Bilateral IOC meeting
Meeting with Mr. Mike Joyce, who started by informing that he is leaving the IOC. As the Sports
Deprtment organisation will change, Ms. Jenny Mann will move to the Summer department,
which IF will belong to in the future. As a result of this Mr. Davide Delfini/GAISF will start
helping the IF’s.
The situation with the participation in the YOG/OG will for the initiation be related to the
organisers interests. The next YOG will most probably be organised in Africa and one possibility
is Morocco.
IFF should still seek contact with FIH to start discussions with FIH, now that they have a new
CEO. The collaboration should be built on development issues and build a relationship based on
that.
11) Other meetings
FIH/
As there has been quite some turbulence with-in FIH lately and the CEO Mr. McCracken has left
FIH and a new CEO has been employed from FIFA, the contact has not been activated. IFF
contacted FIH in advance of the SportAccord, but apparently due to some technical issues the FIH
board representative Mr. Ikram had not received my emails, as FIH has not reacted to our request
for a meeting.
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IOC has apparently proposed to a number of IF’s that they should join some ASOIF/AIOWF IF’s.
IFF to FIH, Parkour to FIG and IOF to IAAF. One question is if IFF should approach the IIHF,
especially as there has been a proposal by FIVB to start Snow volleyball.
In discussions with Mr. Mike Joyce/IOC and Mr. Chaiyapak Siriwat, it became obvious that Mr.
Ikram had not received my emails, as he had stated that there had been no request for a meeting.
IFF sent a new email to the FIH Presidents personal assistant and Mr. Ikram and suggested
meeting with the FIH new CEO in June.
CCTV/Mr. Tong LIU, Media Rights
The CCTV is the main Chinese TV station, which has two sport channels, the first is the CCTV 5,
which is for major sports (Olympic) and then the niche sports channel CCTV 5+.
There could be some possibilities to agree upon TV visibility for the CCTV 5+ for news highlights from the WFC 2018. There is also the possibility to have other digital solutions available.
Chinese Olympic Committee/Mr. Zhidan Gao, vice president
A short discussion about how to organise floorball in China. Presently CFF is organised under the
China Ice Hockey
World Academy of Sports/Ms. Riikka Rakic
The World Academy of Sport is a organisation, which is specialised in organising web-based
education to sports organisations. Ms. Rakic has worked 7 years for FIS as their Media director.
There could be an idea to build an global set of referee tests through the program together with elearning modules. A meeting will be set up during the U19 WFC in St. Gallen.
SportsPro/Charlie Baker
SportsPro will move over more to operate digitally and only publish the magazine every second
month. It was discussed that it would be beneficiall to sign up for the SportsPro newsletter.
The cooperation with SportsPro was evaluated and found to have been quite effective, with an
Event piece and IF profile. IFF will ask for a similar offer for the coming season 2018 – 2019. It
was discussed to split the payment 50/50 for 2018 and 2019.
Canton du Vaud/Ms. Cosima
IFF/Mr. Kalsta will bring the registration application to the Lausanne Sport office next week,
which will then hand it in to the registration office.
It was discussed that IFF will open an antenna office in connection to the IWGA office and the
services of the IWGA member coordinator Mr. Sebastian Ziegler.
The Lausanne Sport Office also proposed that IFF could have a small office, of 16 m2 in the
Maison du Sport from 2020, if and when things are moving forward. There are also co-working
space on demand in Maison du Sport.
Finnish NOC/Mr. Janne Leskinen
A broader discussion of how to simplify the measuring of Event effectiveness, like Sportcal and
cooperation with NOC’s and Cities. There are plans to coordinate the metrics between
OECD/EU/IOC.
An idea was discussed to work out a system for sustainability factors to be included in organiser
agreements as a recommendation, including fan knowledge, sustainable operations and practical
issues.
Sportcal/Mr. Mike Lafflin & Chris
As the WFC 2017 GSI Report has been finalised, the process was discussed and the fact that there
was a lot of issues with the LOC. Sportcal has an interest to make some additional sport related
analysis and look upon the sport structure, taking into account the level of play and evolution of
the WFC’s. A de-brief meeting for the WFC 2017 study was discussed.
For the WFC 2018 Sportcal is interested to bring in more metrics and wants to start talking to the
LOC much earlier. Issues that will be interesting for the WFC 2018 is the ticketing system and the
LOC management. Sportcal is interested to connect the Czech NOC and the Prague City to the
WFC 2018 study. Also a survey among the athletes was discussed. IFF shall look for what could
be added from the FIS and TWG GSI studies.
IFF is invited to join one of the Sportcal working groups, which Sportcal will inform more about
after the summer.
QTV Sports/Mr. Jack McQill
QTV Sports offers a wide range of services and has worked with PolarHD on curling earlier.
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They do streaming and real-time clipping of the internet-stream. The idea is to have some five
clips during a game (pre-match, 2-3 best goals, period s, winning moments, fan engagement)
which can be sent to all participating entities social media. QTV will make a demo of the WFC
final and based on this IFF will decide if we will test the service during the U19 WFC A-division.
WADA/Ms. Laetitia Zumbbuggen
IFF meet with WADA to discuss the WADA Code Compliance Corrective Actions Report and the
need actions. Ms. Jacobson and/or Ms. Bruun will take the needed actions.
Swiss Timing/Mr. Laszlo Szakadati, Head of Client Service
The meeting was arranged to provide information to Swiss Timing about the IFF operations and
Events. Swiss Timing is looking on the opportunity to provide a scoring-timing service with a
sponsorship package. ST is in the process to make a cost estimation of the price for the service and
to find a suitable brand for the sponsorship.
Mr. Szakadati will contact Mr. Kalsta in May.
Saitama Sport Commission, Mr. Koji Hosunuma
Saitama Sport Commission showed interest to organise IFF Events and the possibility to host the
AOFC Cup or the WFCQ was discussed. With 8 teams the JFA can apply for support of the SSC.
SSC has been in cantact to the JFA president Mr. Watanabe previously.
FISU/Mr. Paolo Ferreira
The Slovenian organiser for the WUC 2020 have proposed dates in the later part of July, which
are problematic for the IFF. IFF will need come back with an own proposal. Mr. Ferreira also
informed that Spain might participate in the WUC 2018.
FICS/Mr. Brian Nook
The chiropractic’s made a total of 53 treatments of Floorball player s during the World Games in
Wroclaw.
FICS is looking to start a cooperation with IFF in the WFC 2019, to provide 4-6 chiropractors for
the WFC 2019 teams, free of charge. IFF needs to cover the accommodation and food. Further
discussion will be held in November at the IF Forum. IFF is to speak to LOC about this.
IMGA/Ms. Samantha Hayes
The European Master Games organiser has been worried of the costs of the Floorball Masters in
Torino 2019, as the participation fee is only 500 €/team. This is much lower than in the other team
sports. The LOC looks towards 32 teams, on 3-4 fields and 3 days. IFF has promised to support
with rinks, goals and balls. The question of flooring had to be decided after the LOC will make the
decision of the venues.
It was decided that Ms. Hayes will ask the OC to contact the IFF.
Advisort/Mr. Jean-Laurent Bourquinn
The IOC Sports Department doesn’t have enough resources to work wth the recognised IF’s and
therefore some operations are outsourced to GAISF.
There are rumours that Paris 2024 will only take some 2-3 additional events to the program and
will most probably run the fast track and choose the sports quickly without any official process.
The potential sports are squash, petanque, karate, sports climbing and surfing.
It seems that the IOC is more and more focusing on the present Olympic sports and the Sports
Department will make an internal change and close the Partnership department, leaving only the
Summer sports, Winter sports and Athlethes departments.
It would be good for IFF to continue the process with FIH or discuss with other IF’s like the IIHF.
Reddents/Mark Cheng
The Singapore based company is interested in the TV/Internet-TV signal production and
distribution of the Media Rights. Based on the discussion there is a possibility to give them the
rights to sell the Media rights in the South-East Asia. Mr. Cheng will come back with a proposal
and talk to the Eleven Sports Network. The target is to provide the signal for Singapore, Malaysia,
Thailand, the Philippines, Japan and Australia.
AOFC/Mr. Chaiyapak Siriwat
Mr. Siriwat visited Harbin and the CFF in March and is concerned if there will be sufficient
interest from teams to participate in the Men’s AOFC Cup in July. Mr. Siriwat has proposed to
move the Event to 2019. A question has been issued to the AOFC countries about this.
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Mr. Chaiyapak will start discussions with Mr. Chris Chang and to POC, which have a new
leadership, to secure the participation of Floorball in The 2019 Sout-East Asian Games. IFF to
speak to the Lao NOC.
The IFF also discussed with the Thai IF concerning the AAF from the WFCQ. The athlete is to
give a written explanation asap, based on which IFF will make a decision.
Olympic Channel/Jose Dominguez
The OC will organise a workshop for the ARISF IF’s in September, in Madrid. IFF plans to
broadcast 2-3 matches live on the Olympic Channel. The OC wishes to have the matches as early
as possible, to be able to promote the event in their social media channels. IFF needs to confirm
the TV schedule for the OC by August.
The OC provides a commercial model to the IF’s to monetize its digital content, using the OC
player, where IFF can bring partners. IFF is willing to look into this for 2019 and 2020, this would
mean moving away from the YouTube channel.
Mr. Dominguez proposed that IFf should look upon a cloud solution for their distribution of the
TV signal, through either Wowza or Re-Estream.
OC will provide a offer for the digitalisation of the IFf beta, vhs and dvd content. The idea would
be to move key matches to digital format.
OC will also send new embed codes for the OC Player to IFF.
DIF/Hans Natorp
General discussion about the situation of Danish Floorball, which is growing a lot. There are
some administrative problems with the Danish federation, which DIF is trying to help with. DIF is
aware of the problems and working to strengthen the internal organisation.
IFF informed that we would look forward having a IFF Event in Denmark in the next 3-5 years.
Singapore Sports Hub/Ms. Pan Shasha
Discussion about possibilities to organise an IFF Event in Singapore in the next coming 3-5 years.
The Sports Hub will discuss the issue with Singapore Floorball Association in the near future.
Special Olympics/Mr. Jon-Paul St. Germain
SOI has decided to make floorball as a strategy sport together with football, basketball, volleyball,
swimming, athletics, tennis and badminton until 2021. As a part of this SOI will build programs in
all 7 SOI regions.
For this material is needed and SOI asks IFF to help with this and find a suitable provider. IFF has
been asked to help with the documentation of Floorball in Special Olympics. IFF will also help to
promote the SOI 50 years anniversary this summer.
IFF will discuss with IWGA the possibility to run Special Olympics demonstration matches
during the Birmingham World Games.
12)
-

Short meetings
Mr. Patrick Albrecht/Sri Executive, providing recruitment services.
Mr. Kari Halinen & Ari Karimäki/City of Jyväskylä, showed interest to organise IFF Events
Ms. Laetitia Zumbruggen/WADA, AAF case and postponed lab analysis due to Olympic
Games
Ms. Lowell Cohn/Protocal Sports Marketing, Possibilities for TV production and streaming
in Canada
Ms. Daphne Chang/M&S Marketing, Interested to work with IFF Sponsorship in Asia
Mr. Lionel Arlin/Gerflor, Gerflor will provide a proposal for sponsorship agreement in the
next coming weeks.
Mr. Michael Buchel/Sambo, Discussions on possible cooperation
Mr. Morooka/Tokyo Sports, There are plands to include Floorball to Japanese University PE
seminar this summer.

In addition, a lot of discussions has taken place.

Upcoming
meetings and
issues



IF Forum 5th – 7th of November, Lausanne Switzerland
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Issues that need
to be discussed
or decided
upon or taken
action upon



























IFF to update the IWGA new logo in our materials (MN)
Speak to CCTV about visibility for WFC 2018 (PiL)
Ask for the Birmingham TWG videos for use on IFF channels (PiL)
IFF to apply for the .Sport Ambassador program to launch the new IFF web site with
floorball.sport.
Look on the possibility to create an exclusive possibility for sponsors to use the third
level domain name like Unihoc.floorball.sport
Update the Urban Floorball Concept to an Urban Development plan in CB (PiL)
Answer the Urban Games questionnaire and/or application (PiL)
Look upon the Good Governance issues in relation to the IFF Statutes (PiL)
Include the GAISF statues clause on gender equality to the IFF statutes (PiL)
Invite the GAISF leadership to the WFC 2018 (PiL)
Look at the IOC Tool Kit for Anti-Harassment (SM&PiL)
Provide the information for GDPR to the IFF members (GO)
Contact Ms. Rakic to organise the meeting on Thursday the 3rd of May (VH/PiL)
Provide the registration documents to the Lausanne Sport Office (TK)
Build a list of sustainability factors to be included in the organisers agreements
(J.Leskinen & PiL)
IFF to contact WFC LOC to inform of GSI study (PiL)
Arrange Skype meeting with LOC, Sportcal and IFF in May to discuss the data
collection for the WFC 2018 study (PiL)
IFF to send Chris the IFF goal analysis from previous WFC’s (PiL)
IFF to evaluate QTV demo and decide upon a test from the U19 WFC (PiL)
IFF will take the needed action on the WADA Code Compliance Corrective Actions
Report (AJ/MB)
Inform JFA about Saitama Sport Commissions interest to arrange events (PiL)
IFF to contact the Italian Association to prepare the recruitment of volunteers (PiL)
Invite the new FIH CEO to the WFC 2018 (PiL)
Confirm the OC TV-matches by August (All)
Contact Mr. Morooka about the University seminar (PiL)

New ideas,
etc…
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